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Chapter 1: Introduction



o A high-level programming language
o OO: 

o (almost) everything is an object, 
o lots of existing libraries

o Robust:
o Compile and runtime checking, garbage collection, no 

pointers.
o Strongly typed and secure.
o Portable: 

o WORA (Write Once, Run Anywhere) 
o Multi-threaded.

JAVA, THE LANGUAGE
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o Platforms.
o Windows, Linux, Solaris, MacOS, Android …

o The Java Platform 
o The JVM – virtual machine, executes Java bytecodes
o The Java API 

JAVA, THE PLATFORM

9



COMPILE AND RUN STEPS

10

Developer writes source code

àCompiled into bytecode

àExecuted on JVM on any platform



JAVAC COMPILER VS VIRTUAL MACHINE

¢ Converts source to 
byte code

¢ Checks code at 
compile time
� Data typing
� Assignment data
� syntax

¢ Interprets and runs 
byte code

¢ Checks code at 
runtime
� Class cast 
� Security
� Dynamic binding
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SOURCE

¢ Each source file name is the class name with a .java 
extension.
� Put a class in its own source file
� Put methods in a class
� Put statements in a method.

¢ Case matters! 
� Classes, every word is capitalized: �Camel caps�
� methods and variables start with a lower case on 

first word, followed with by capitalized words
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QUICK SYNTAX

¢ Everything goes into a class
¢ main() is the method that starts things.

public static void main(String[] args)
{

System.out.println(�Hello.�);
}

¢ { } block used to define classes & methods and to 
replace a single statement

¢ Statements always end with ;
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JAVA COMMENTS

¢ Comments ignored by compiler

¢ 3 types
� // single line
� /*  multi line*/
� /** java doc style */

¢ Javadoc Style used to make online documentation
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Chapter 2: Simple Expressions



VALUES & OPERATORS

Values

¢ numbers    Counting: ‘integers’      -5, 0, +5, 23 
Measuring: ‘reals’ -3.2,  0.03,   9.2  

¢ booleans True,  False
¢ Strings “Cat”, “C”
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VALUES & OPERATORS

Operators 

manipulate values to yield new values.

¢ 3 + 4 gives 7

¢ “c” + “a” + “t” gives “cat”
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EXPRESSIONS

¢ A combination of values and operators (that 
follows specific syntax rules).

¢ Legal expressions:

� 7 * 5 + 2                   
� 0 – 5                  
� “Su” + “Lee” 

¢ Illegal ‘expressions’:

� 7 + * 2
� 5  x 5
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OPERATORS

Java provides sets of basic operators
¢ Arithmetic
¢ Relational
¢ Logical
¢ Assignment
¢ Bitwise
¢ …
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ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

¢ They operate on arithmetic and return 
arithmetic values

¢ Some arithmetic operators
¢ +, - addition, subtraction
¢ *,  / multiplication, division
¢ % modulus (remainder after division)

¢ Examples of application
¢ 5 + 2 gives  7
¢ 5 * 2 gives 10
¢ 5/2 gives 2
¢ 5.0/2 gives 2.5
¢ 5.0%2 gives 1.0 20



RELATIONAL OPERATORS

¢ They operate on arithmetic return boolean values
¢ true or false

¢ Examples
¢ ==, != Equals, not equals
¢ <, <= less than, less than or equal
¢ >, >= greater than, greater than or equal

¢ Examples of application
¢ 5 == 2 gives false
¢ 5 < 2 gives  false
¢ 5 >= 2 gives true
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LOGICAL OPERATORS

¢ Also called boolean operators
¢ They operate on boolean and return boolean values
¢ Examples

¢ && logical AND
¢ || logical OR
¢ ! logical NOT
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&&  - AND

True && True        True
True && False       False
False && True       False
False && False      False

|| - OR

True  || True True
True  || False    True
False || True True
False || False        False



EXPRESSION EVALUATION

¢Generally expressions are evaluated left-to-right
¢Operators have a hierarchy of precedence

�Can be overruled by parentheses.

¢Examples
�3 + 4 – 2 gives 5
�3 + 4 * 2 gives 11
�(3 + 4) * 2 gives 14
�(3+2>5) || (4 < 6 + 1) gives true
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OPERATOR PRECEDENCE IN EXPRESSIONS

¢ postfix expr++ expr--
¢ unary ++expr --expr +expr -expr ~ ! (cast)
¢ Multiplicative * / %
¢ additive + -
¢ shift << >> >>>
¢ relational < > <= >= instanceof
¢ equality == !=
¢ bitwise AND &
¢ bitwise exclusive OR ^
¢ bitwise inclusive OR |
¢ logical AND &&
¢ logical OR ||
¢ conditional ? :
¢ assignment = += -= *= /= %= &= ^= |= <<= >>= 

>>>=

¢ Use ( ) to explicitly set precedence 24



EXERCISE 2.1

a. 25 * 1.0 / 2 

b. 25/2

c. (2+3) % 2

d. 5.0 * - 3.0

e. (2+3*4) / (8-2+1)             

f. 100 / 2 / 2 / 2                   

g. 100 / (2 / 2) / 2

h. (5 + 2 * (15 – 3)) 

i. 27 % 5 + 7 % 3

j. ((2>1) && (5<1)) || 
((5>3) || (1>2))

25

Evaluate the following expressions



EXERCISE 2.2

What is  the use of each of the following Java operators?

(i) ++ 
(ii) && 
(iii) != 

¢ Ans: (i) increment by 1, (ii) logical AND, (iii) not equals 



EXERCISE 2.3

(i) Java source code is compiled into:
a. .obj files
b. Objectcode
c. Bytecode
d. .exe files

Ans: Bytecode (c)



EXERCISE 2.4

28

(i) Give a boolean expression that evaluates to true if the 
variable x has the value 3 and to false otherwise. 

(ii) Give a boolean expression that evaluates to true if the 
variable x has the value 35 or the value y is even and to false 
otherwise.

(iii) Give a boolean expression that evaluates to true if the 
variables x, y and z are all odd and have the same value and to 
false otherwise.

Ans:
(i) x==3
(ii) (x==35)||((y%2)==0)
(iii) ((x%2)==1)&&(y==x)&&(z==x)



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 3A

(i) Give a boolean expression that evaluates to true if the variable x 
does not have the value 6 and which evaluates to false otherwise.

(ii) Give a boolean expression that evaluates to true if the variable x 
has the value 5 or the value 62 and which evaluates to false 
otherwise.

(iii)Give a boolean expression that evaluates to true if the variable x is 
odd and has the value 3 and variable y does not have the value 4 and 
which evaluates to false otherwise.

(iv) Give a boolean expression that evaluates to true if the variables x, 
y and z are all even and have the same value and which evaluates to 
false otherwise.

29

Ans: x!=6

(x==5) || (x==62)

(x==3)&&(y!=4)

((x%2)==0)&&(y==x)&&(z==x)



Chapter 3: Variables & Types
Declarations and Assignments



VARIABLES

¢So far, we have built expressions out of
� Values: 3, 0.002  ‘d’  True
� Operators: +, /, <, &&, ( )

¢ Now we’ll use variables
¢ A variable is a container for a value.
¢ Names of variables start with a lowercase letter
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VARIABLES

¢ Imagine that we have a little box, called x, and 
inside it is the number 3.

¢ Then, we can have expressions like:
x + 2
5 – x
x < 3
x == 3 || x != 3

32

x
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DATA TYPES

¢ A variable's data type determines the values that the 
variable can contain
è and the operations that can be performed on it

¢ Two categories of data types: 
¢ Primitive.
¢ Reference.

¢ A variable of primitive type contains a single value of 
the appropriate size and format for its type
¢ e.g. a number, a character, or a boolean value.

¢ The value of a reference type variable, is a reference 
to (an address of) the value or set of values represented 
by the variable. 
¢ Objects (incl. arrays)
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PRIMITIVE TYPES

¢ Primitive types - relate to single piece of information. 
Java Type Allows for 

byte      very small integers
short           small integers 
int big integers 
long very big integers
float            real numbers
double         very big real numbers
char            characters
boolean true of false
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REFERENCE TYPES

¢ Similar to pointers in other languages.
¢ Examples

� Arrays
� Vectors, Strings, 
� … basically all objects, either instances of built-in classes, 

or classes created by the programmer
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VARIABLE DECLARATION & INITIALIZATION

¢A variable must be declared before it can be used:  
e.g.   int count;   char  grade; 

¢The assignment operator �=� sets the variable�s value:  
e.g.   count = 5;   grade = �A� ; 

¢A variable can be initialized with its declaration:
e.g. int count = 5;   char grade = �A� ; 

¢Variables can be local or “global”-like (instance variable or 
fields) depending on where they are placed in the program.
¢Variable Scope
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EXPRESSION RESULT TYPES

¢ The type of the result of an expression is determined 
by the types of the operands, not their values; 
� this rule applies to all intermediate results in expressions.

¢ Type hierarchy 
1. double 
2. float 
3. long 
4. int
5. char or short 
6. byte 

¢ When a calculation includes operands of different 
types, the one lowest in hierarchy gets “promoted”
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EXPRESSION RESULT TYPES

¢ For example when you add an int to a double, the 
int is promoted to a double and then the 
operation takes place
� That means that 10.1 + 10 is actually executed as 

10.1+10.0
¢ The result is also of the type highest in the 

hierarchy

38



DATA TYPES IN DIVISION

¢ Examples:
¢ 17 / 5  gives 3         3 / 4  gives 0 
¢ …even if you assign the result to a double:
¢ double ratio = 2 / 3;

¢ But  17.0 / 5.0   gives 3.4 
¢ 3.0 / 4     gives 0.75

39

The double type of 
the result doesn�t 
help: ratio still gets 
the value 0.0.



DATA TYPES IN DIVISION – SPECIAL VALUES

¢ Infinity can be represented, using float or double 
variables.
� There is negative or positive infinity

¢ NaN is a notation available for float or double 
variables, that means that the result is “Not a 
Number”
� Used in special cases where the result cannot be 

defined
� For example when dividing zero by zero

40



TYPE CASTING

¢ To get the correct double result, use double 
constants or the cast operator:

double ratio = 2.0 / 3;

double ratio = 2 / 3.0;

double factor = (double) m / (double) n;

double factor = m / (double) n;

double r2 = k / 2.0;

double r2 = (double) k / 2;

41

casts



REVIEW

¢ Given the following variable declarations
int age, a ;
char  letter ;
double  weight ;

Which of the following assignments are valid?
a. letter = ‘a’;
b. letter = a;
c. a = age;
d. weight = 186.65;
e. weight = age;

42



EXERCISE 3.1

Identify the error in the following code

public class A {
public static void main(String []args){

String s = "alive";
String s = "dead";
System.out.println("The cat in the box is "+s);

}
}

¢ Ans: Variable String s declared twice
43



EXERCISE 3.2

Identify the error in the following code

public class B {
public static void main(String args[]){

double radius;
double height;
final double PI = 3.14159;

radius = 1.25;
height = 4*radius;

System.out.println("The volume of the cylinder 
with radius " + radius +"cm and height "+ 
height+"cm is: “+PI*radius*radius*height)

}
}

¢ Ans: Missing ”;”
44



EXERCISE 3.3

Identify the error in the following code

public class C {
public static void main(String[] args){

double a, b = 1.0;
double c;

c = a/2+b;
System.out.println(c);

}
}

¢Ans: Variable a is not initialized
45



EXERCISE 3.4

What is the output of the following program?

public class Y {
public static void main(String[] args){

int a=3, b=2, c=5, d=4, e=10, f=3;

double h = a*(e/f)*d + (b+c)*(b+c);

System.out.println(h);
}

}

¢Ans: 85.0
46



EXERCISE 3.5

The Unicode value for the character ’a’ is 97. What is the output of 
the following program?

public class Uni
{

public static void main(String [ ] args)
{

System.out.println((char)101);
}

}

Answer: e
47



EXERCISE 3.6

What is the output of the following program?

public class X {
public static void main(String[] args){

System.out.println((double) (5/2));
}

}

¢Ans: 2.0
48



EXERCISE 3.7

Uncomment one of the three commented lines, so that the 
output of the following program is true.

public class Z {
public static void main(String[] args){

int a = -10, b = 1, c;
double b1 = 0.10, b2 = 0.100;

// c = -1;
// c = 1;
// c = 3;
System.out.println((a > b || b > c) && (b1 == b2));

}
}

49

Ans:   c = -1;



EXERCISE 3.8

What will be displayed  on the screen after each of the 
following code fragments is executed?

int H = 44;
int a = 55;
System.out.println("H" + "a");
System.out.println(H + a); 

50

Ans:
Ha

99



EXERCISE 3.9

What will be displayed  on the screen after each of the 
following code fragments is executed?

System.out.println(("test"+"100").length());
System.out.println(Double.parseDouble("100"));
System.out.println(Integer.parseInt("100",10));
System.out.println(Integer.parseInt("100",8));

51

Ans:
7
100.0
100
64



EXERCISE 3.11

For each of the following Java expressions, provide the type 
and value of the result. If an expression will not compile, write 
“Illegal” under type and put an X in value

53



EXERCISE 3.11

expression type value

(3 < 2) && (1 > 0) boolean false

"800" + 99 String 80099

800 + 99 + "A" String 899A

3 + (int) Math.random() int 3

(double) (3 / 2) double 1.0

3 / 2.0 + 2 / 5 double 1.5

Integer.parseInt("8.5*2") Illegal X

float a = (float)10/3 float 3.333

!(!!false && !!true) boolean true
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MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 1A

For each of the following Java expressions, provide the type 
and value of the result. If an expression will not compile, write 
“Illegal” under type and put an X in value

55



MOCK EXAM 2018: QUESTION 1A

56

A. Integer.parseInt("111");
B. 1 + 23 + "45";
C. !((!true || true) && false);
D. 1 = 2;
E. (1 < 2)==false;
F. 3 * 0.5 + 3 / 2 * 0.5;
G. (3 > 2 > 1);
H. (double)1/4;
I. "3" - "2";

A. int 111
B.String “2445”
C.boolean true
D.Illegal X
E.boolean false
F. double 2.0 [1.5 + (1 * 0.5)] 
G.Illegal X
H.double 0.25
I. Illegal X



Chapter 4: Standard Input and 
Output
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INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS

¢ Programs generally need input on which to operate

¢ The Scanner class provides convenient methods for 
reading input values of various types

¢ A Scanner object can be set up to read input from 
various sources, including the user typing values on 
the keyboard

¢ Keyboard input is represented by System.in
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READING INPUT

¢ The following line creates a Scanner object that 
reads from the keyboard:

Scanner scan = new Scanner (System.in);

¢ The new operator creates the Scanner object

¢ Once created, the Scanner object can be used to 
invoke various input methods, such as:

answer = scan.nextLine();
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READING INPUT

¢ The Scanner class is part of the java.util
class library, and must be imported into a 
program to be used

¢ The nextLine() method reads all of the input 
until the end of the line is found
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INPUT TOKENS

¢ Unless specified otherwise, white space is used to 
separate the elements (called tokens) of the input

¢ White space includes space characters, tabs, new 
line characters

¢ The next method of the Scanner class reads the 
next input token and returns it as a string

¢ Methods such as nextInt() and nextDouble()
read data of particular types



OUTPUT TO SCREEN

¢System.out represents a destination (the 
monitor screen) to which we can send output

¢Provides methods to do so such as:

System.out.println(”Hi there");

62



Chapter 5: Conditional Statements



CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

¢ A conditional statement lets us choose which 
command will be executed next

¢ Conditional statements give us the power to 
make basic decisions

¢ The Java conditional statements are the:

� if statement
� if-else statement
� switch statement

64



65

THE IF STATEMENT

¢ The if statement has the following syntax:

if ( condition )
statement;

The condition must be a

boolean expression. It must

evaluate to either true or false.

If the condition is true, the statement is executed.

If it is false, the statement is skipped.



THE IF STATEMENT

¢Conditions are written using 

relational and logical operators.

¢ Example ((5>3) || (1>2))

66

&& ,  | | ,  !

==  !=  <  <=  > >=



OPERATOR PRECEDENCE

67

! -(unary)    ++    -- (cast)
*  / %

+     -

<     <=     >     >=     ==    !=

&&

||

if  ( ( ( year % 4 ) == 0 ) && ( month == 2 ) ) ...



THE IF-ELSE STATEMENT

¢ An else clause can be added to an if statement to 
make an if-else statement

if (condition)
statement1;

else
statement2;

¢ If the condition is true, statement1 is 
executed;  if the condition is false, 
statement2 is executed

¢ One or the other will be executed, but not both 68



NESTED IF - ELSE

69

if (mark > 50)
{

if (mark > 70)
grade = �distinction�; 

else
grade = �Merit�;

}
else
{

if (mark <40)
grade = �Fail�;

else
grade = �Pass�;

}



COMMON IF-ELSE ERRORS

if  (...)
if  (...)

statement1;
else

statement2;
...

70
Missing braces

ERROR!!!

It is safer 
to always 
use braces 
in if-else

if  (...)
statement1;
statement2;

...

if  (...)  ;
{

statements;
...

}

Extra 
semicolon -
ERROR!!!



THE SWITCH STATEMENT

¢ The switch statement provides another way to 
decide which command to execute next

¢ The switch statement evaluates an expression, then 
attempts to match the result to one of several 
possible cases

¢ Each case contains a value and a set of commands

¢ The flow of control transfers to statement associated 
with the first case value that matches

71



THE SWITCH STATEMENT

¢ The general syntax of a switch statement is:

switch ( expression )
{

case value1 :
statement-list1

case value2 :
statement-list2

case value3 :
statement-list3

case ...
} 72

If expression matches value2, 
control jumps here



THE SWITCH STATEMENT

¢ Often a break statement is used as the last 
statement in each case's statement list

¢ A break statement causes control to transfer to 
the end of the switch block

¢ If a break statement is not used, the flow of 
control will continue into the next case

¢ Sometimes this may be appropriate, but often we 
want to execute only the statements associated 
with one case

73



THE SWITCH STATEMENT

¢ A switch statement can have an optional default 
case

¢ The default case has no associated value and 
simply uses the reserved word default

¢ If the default case is present, control will transfer to 
it if no other case value matches

¢ If there is no default case, and no other value 
matches, control falls through to the statement 
after the switch

74



REVIEW

¢ Consider the following Java code: 
if (num1 < num2)  

System.out.println(�red�);
if  ((num1 + 5) < num2)  

System.out.println(�white�);
else  

System.out.print (�blue�);   
System.out.print (�yellow�); 

Give the output for the following values: 
(a)  num1 is 2, num2 is 10; 
(b) num1 is 10, num2 is 2; 75



EXERCISE 5.1

What is the output of the following program?

public class Weather {
public static void main(String []args){

int temp = 20;
if ( temp > 10 )

System.out.println("The weather is cool today");
else if ( temp > 18 )

System.out.println("The weather is warm today");
else if ( temp > 25 )

System.out.println("The weather is hot today");
}

}

¢ Ans: The weather is cool today
76



EXERCISE 5.2

What will happen when you attempt to compile the following code? 
Will you get any output? If yes then write the output. 
public class MySwitch {

public static void main(String[] args) {
int k=10; 
switch(k) { 
case 10: 

System.out.println("ten");
case 20: 

System.out.println("twenty"); 
break;

default:            
System.out.println("This is the default 

output"); 
break; 

}
} 

} 77



EXERCISE 5.2

Answer

The code will compile properly. Output will be
ten
twenty

Note that there is no break statement for case 10.  Since k is equal to 10 the  
execution will start from case 10. It will print ten. Then it will go to case 20, 
print twenty and will finally come out of switch conditional because of 
break in case  20. 

78



Chapter 6: Loops and Recursion 



LOOPS

¢ It is essential that a program is able to 
execute the same set of instructions many 
times: 
� otherwise a program would do only as much 

work as a programmer!

¢Repeating the same code fragment several 
times is called iterating.

¢Java provides three control statements for 
iterations (a.k.a. loops): for, while, 
and do-while.
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THE FOR LOOP

¢ for is a shorthand that combines 
initialization, condition, and increment in 
one statement.

for ( initialization; condition; increment)
{

statement1;
statement2;
...
statementN;

}

81



THE FOR LOOP

¢ Initialization: the variables used are initialized 

¢ Condition: this is tested before each iteration.
� If false, the program continues with the first 

statement after the loop.

¢ Increment (change): At least one of the variables 
tested in the condition must change in the body 
of the loop

82



THE FOR LOOP

¢Example:

83

// Returns the number n

public static int num (int x)

{

int n = 0; 

for (int p = 1; p < x; p ++)

{

n= 2*p;

}

return n;

}

Declaration & 
Initialization

Condition

Increment

Body of loop



THE FOR LOOP

¢�Repeat n times� idiom:

¢ Or Decrease count by 2 

84

for (int count = 1;  count <= n;  count++)

{

...

}

for (int count = 20;  count > 3; count -=2)

{

...

}



THE FOR LOOP: ARRAY TRAVERSAL

¢Array traversal idiom:

or

85

for (int i = 0;  i < n;  i++)

{

...   //    process a [ i ] 

}

for (int i = 0;  i < a.length;  i++)

{

...   //    process a [ i ] 

}



NESTED LOOPS

A loop within a loop is called nested.

for (int i=1; i<=3; i++)

{

for (int j=1; j<=i; j++)

System.out.print(“*"); 

System.out.println();             

} 

86

*
* *
* * *



THE WHILE LOOP

87

while (<condition >)

{

statement1;

statement2;

...

statementN;

}

while (<condition>)

statement1;

If the body has only 
one statement, the 
braces are optional

Condition

Body of the 
loop



THE WHILE LOOP

¢Example:

88

// Returns the sum of    

// numbers 1 to x

public static int sum (int x)

{

int k = 0,  n = 0;

while (  n < = x  )

{

k =  k + n;

n++;

}

return k;

}

Initialization

Condition

Increment



DO-WHILE LOOP

¢ Similar to the while statement, with the 
exception that the block inside the loop is 
guaranteed to be executed at least once

do 
{

statements(s)
} while (expression);

89

Body of the 
loop

Condition



BREAK AND CONTINUE

The break statement
� It can break out of switch, for, while, or do-

while statements
� If you need to break out of a nested loop, you 

would need a labeled break

¢ The continue statement
� Used to skip over the rest of a loop body
� You can use a label just like in the break 

statement

90



BREAK AND CONTINUE

for(int var =0; var < 10 ; var++){
if(var == 3)

continue;
if(var == 5)

break;       
System.out.println(“Var is : “ + var);

}

91



LABELED BREAK AND CONTINUE EXAMPLE

public static void main(String[] args) {

Out: 
for (int i = 2; i<100 ; i++) {

for (int j = 2; j < i; j++) {
if (i % j == 0)

continue Out;
else

break Out;
}

}
} 92



QUESTIONS

¢ Describe the following for statements:

� for (int m =100; m >= 1; m--)

� for (int m =7; m <= 77; m += 7)
� for (int m =20; m>2; m -=2)

¢ Rewrite the following for loop with a while loop:

for (int i = 0;  i < 3 ;  i++)

System.out.println("HELLO");

93



RECURSION

¢ A recursive method calls itself.  For recursive 
problems:

¢ It must be possible to decompose the original problem
into smaller/simpler instances of the same problem.

¢ As the problem size is successively reduced, it must be
possible to eventually solve an instance of the problem
without further decomposition.
� called the base case

94
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RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS

¢ Consider the following list of numbers:

24, 88, 40, 37

¢ Such a list can be defined as follows:

A LIST is a:  number
or a:  number  comma  LIST

¢ That is, a LIST is defined to be a single number, 
or a number followed by a comma followed by a 
LIST

¢ The concept of a LIST is used to define itself
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RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS

¢The recursive part of the LIST definition 
is used several times, terminating with 
the non-recursive part:
number comma LIST

24     ,   88, 40, 37

number comma LIST
88     ,   40, 37

number comma LIST
40     ,   37

number
37
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INFINITE RECURSION

¢ All recursive definitions have to have a non-recursive 
part

¢ If they didn't, there would be no way to terminate the 
recursive path

¢ Such a definition would cause infinite recursion

¢ This problem is similar to an infinite loop, but the non-
terminating "loop" is part of the definition itself

¢ The non-recursive part is what we identified as the 
base case
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RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS

¢ N!, for any positive integer N, is defined to be the 
product of all integers between 1 and N inclusive

¢ This definition can be expressed recursively as:

1!  =  1
N!  =  N * (N-1)!

¢ A factorial is defined in terms of another factorial

¢ Eventually, the base case of 1! is reached
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RECURSIVE DEFINITIONS

5!

5 * 4!

4 * 3!

3 * 2!

2 * 1!

1

2

6

24

120
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RECURSIVE PROGRAMMING

¢ A method in Java can invoke itself;  if set up that way, 
it is called a recursive method

¢ The code of a recursive method must be structured to 
handle both the base case and the recursive case

¢ Each call to the method sets up a new execution 
environment, with new parameters and local variables

¢ As with any method call, when the method completes, 
control returns to the method that invoked it (which 
may be an earlier invocation of itself)



EXAMPLE

¢Explain the following recursive method

public class F
{  static   int f(int n)

{   if (n==1) return 1; 
else return  n * f(n-1); 

}
}
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EXAMPLE

¢Explain the following method if n=5

public class F 
{  static int f (int n){ 

if ((n==0) || (n==1)) 
return 1; 

else 
return f(n-1)+f(n-2); 

}
}
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EXERCISE 6.1

Write a method named printTable(int n) that prints a nxn
multiplication table as depicted below (for n=9). Each cell 
will contain the product of the row index and the 
corresponding column index. In addition, you must print 
the indices and separators for lines and columns, as shown 
below. 

* |  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
-------------------------------
1 |  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9
2 |  2  4  6  8 10 12 14 16 18
3 |  3  6  9 12 15 18 21 24 27
4 |  4  8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
5 |  5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
6 |  6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54
7 |  7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63
8 |  8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72
9 |  9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81
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EXERCISE 6.1

public void printTable(){
for(int k = 1; k < 10; k++)

System.out.print(k+" ");
System.out.println();
for(int k = 1; k < 10; k++)

System.out.print("--");
System.out.println();

104



EXERCISE 6.1

for(int i = 1; i < 10; i++){
for(int j = 1; j < 10; j++){

if( j == 1)
System.out.print(i+"| ");

System.out.print(i*j+ " ");
}
System.out.println();

} 
} // end void matrix()
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EXERCISE 6.2

(i) Describe the output of the following recursive 
method.

public void pb(int n){
if( n != 0){

pb( n/2 );
System.out.print(n % 2);

}
}

¢Ans: prints the binary representation of a decimal 
integer number
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EXERCISE 6.2

(ii) Re-write the previous method so that it is not recursive 

public void pb2(int n){
String output= "";
while( n > 0){

output+= n%2;
n = n/2;

}
System.out.print(output.reverse());

}
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EXERCISE 6.3

What is the output of the following program?

public class Break {
public static void main(String []args){

int result = 0;
for(int index1 = 0; index1 < 10; index1++) {

for(int index2 = 0; index2 < 10; index2++){
if ( index2 == 6 )

break;
result = result + 1;

}
}
System.out.println(result);

}
}

¢Ans: 60 108



EXERCISE 6.4

Write a recursive method that calculates the nth

power of x, (xn) where x and n are non-negative 
integers, passed as parameters to the method. 

Note: you should not use any readily available 
methods of the Java API that calculates the power 
of a given number.
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EXERCISE 6.4

public static int recPowers(int x, int n){
if(n==0)

return 1; //base case
else 

return x*recPowers(x,n-1);
}

110

Definition:



EXERCISE 6.4

111

Now write a method int power2 (int m, int n) that implements 
exponentiation  using a loop.
Ans:

public static int power2(int m, int n){
int result = 1;
for (int i=0;i<n;i++){

result*=m;
}
return result;

}



EXERCISE 6.6

Describe what the following code does.

import java.util.Scanner;
class Class1{

public static void main(String[] args)
{

Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in);
System.out.print("Enter Number>");
int x=in.nextInt();
for (int i=0;i<x;i+=2) 

System.out.println(i+1);
} 

}
Answer:

accepts an int as an input and prints all odd integers until (including) input, 
starting from 1  
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EXERCISE 6.6

Rewrite the previous using a while loop.

class Class1{
public static void main(String[] args)
{

Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in);
System.out.print("Enter Number>");
int x=in.nextInt();
int i=0;
while(i<x){

System.out.println(i+1);
i+=2;

}
} 

}
115



EXERCISE 6.8

Given a non-negative int n, write a recursive method called count7(int n), 
which returns the count of the occurrences of 7 as a digit. For example 
count7(717) returns 2, count7(7) returns 1 and count7(123) returns 0.

Hints: 
division of an int by 10 removes the rightmost digit (i.e. 126/10 returns 12) 
mod (%) of an int by 10 yields the rightmost digit (126 % 10 returns 6) 

public int count7(int n) {
if (n == 0) return 0;
if (n % 10 == 7) return 1 + count7(n / 10);
return count7(n / 10);

}
117



EXERCISE 6.9

118

Consider the following method:

public void r (int[] ta){
int length = ta.length;
for(int i = 0; i < length/2 ; i++)
{

int temp = ta[i];
ta[i] = ta[length - i - 1];
ta[length - i - 1] = temp;

}
}

(i) Explain what it does in a sentence.



EXERCISE 6.9

119

(ii) Re-write the method using a while loop

public void r2 (int[] ta){
int length = ta.length;
int i=0;
while(i<length/2){

int temp = ta[i];
ta[i] = ta[length - i - 1];
ta[length - i - 1] = temp;
i++;

}
}



EXERCISE 6.10

What will be the output of the following code if x is set to 4?

for(int j=1;j<=x;j++){

for(int i=0;i<j;i++) System.out.print("*");

System.out.println();
}

120

Ans:
*
**
***
****



EXERCISE 6.11

Write a Java program that prints the following diamond shape

*
***

*****
*******
*****
***
*

121



EXERCISE 6.11

//Upper part
for (int i = 1; i < 8; i += 2){

for (int j = 0; j < (7 - i) / 2; j++)
System.out.print (" ");

for (int j = 0; j < i; j++)
System.out.print ("*");

System.out.print ("\n");
}

//Lower part
for (int i = 5; i > 0; i -= 2){

for (int j = 0; j < (7 - i) / 2; j++)
System.out.print (" ");

for (int j = 0; j < i; j++)
System.out.print ("*");

System.out.print ("\n");
} 122



EXERCISE 6.11

//Don't do this
System.out.print("   *");
System.out.print("  ***");
System.out.print(" *****");
System.out.print("*******");
System.out.print(" *****");
System.out.print("  ***");
System.out.print("   *");

123



EXERCISE 6.13

Consider the following method

public static int p(int n){
if (n==0)

return 1;
else

return 3*p(n-1);
}

(i) What is the return value p(5)?

(ii) Give an explicit mathematical non-recursive formula 
for the return value p(n) for n a positive integer

(iii)What problem arises if -1 is passed into method p as 
the parameter n? 

125

Ans: 243

Ans: 3n



EXERCISE 6.13

Consider the following method

public static int p(int n){
if (n==0)

return 1;
else

return 3*p(n-1);
}

(iv)Modify method p so that it works without problems 
with any integer value of the parameter n. 

public static int p(int n){
if (n<=0)
return 1;

else
return 3*p(n-1);

} 126



EXERCISE 6.14

(i) What is the output of the following code fragment?

for (int j=1; j<=5; j++){
for (int i=0; i<4; i++)

System.out.print("x");
System.out.println();

}

127

Ans:
xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx



EXERCISE 6.14

(ii) Rewrite the previous fragment without using for loops.

int i,j;
j=1;
while (j<=5){

i=0;
while (i<4){

System.out.print("x");
i++;

}
j++;
System.out.println();

}
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EXERCISE 6.15

What is the output of the following program?

class Q4c{
public static void main(String[] args){

System.out.println(h(922));
} 
static int h(int n)
{

if (n==10) return 80;
else return h(n-1);

}
}

129

Ans: 80



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 2A

(i) Consider the following class. What will be printed if the user 
enters 10 when prompted for input?

import java.util.Scanner;
class Q5a{

public static void main(String[] args)
{

Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in);
System.out.print("Enter Number>");
int x=in.nextInt();
for (int i=x-1;i>=0;i-=2) 

System.out.print(i+1+" ");
in.close();

} 
}

Answer: 10 8 6 4 2 130



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 2A

(ii) Re-write the previous class using a while loop

import java.util.Scanner;
class Q5a1{

public static void main(String[] args)
{

Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in);
System.out.print("Enter Number>");
int x=in.nextInt();
int i=x-1;
while(i>=0){

System.out.print(i+1+" ");
i-=2;

}
in.close();

} 
} 131



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 2C

Write a method with one integer parameter n that prints a nxn
hollow square of stars. 
For example if n = 4 it prints this 
**** 
*  * 
*  *
**** 
and if the user enters 5 it prints this
***** 
*   *
*   *
*   * 
***** 
Etc. 132



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 2C

Answer

public static void printSquare(int n) {
for(int j=0;j<n;j++)
{

for(int i=0;i<n;i++)
{

if (i==0||i==n-1|| j==0 || j==n-1)
System.out.print("*");

else
System.out.print(" ");

}
System.out.println();

}
}
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MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 2C

//Don't do this
System.out.print("****");
System.out.print("* *");
System.out.print("* *");
System.out.print("****");
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MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 4A

What will be the output of the following code?
public class Q4a {

public static void main(String[] args){
int i, s = 0;
for (int k= 0; k < 5; k++) {

i = 0; 
do {

i++;
s++; 

} while(i < k);
}
System.out.println(s);

}
}

135
Ans: 11



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 4B

What will be the output of the following code?
public class Q4b {

public static void main(String[] args) {
int index = 0;
int result = 1;
while ( true ) {

++index;
if ( index % 2 == 0 )

continue;
else if ( index % 5 == 0 )

break; 
result *= 3;

}
System.out.println(result);

}
}

136
Ans: 9



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 4D

Consider the method mult2 that follows, which implements 
integer multiplication in terms of addition, using a loop. 
static int mult2(int n, int m) {

int res = 0;
while(m>0) {

res+=n;
System.out.println(res);
m--;

}
return res;

}

137



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 4D

(i) Rewrite the method using recursion

static int mult2R(int n,int m)
{

if (m==0) return 0;
else return n+mult2R(n,m-1);

}

138



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 4D

(ii) Write a method mult3, which takes three int parameters 
and returns their product by calling mult2.

static int mult3 (int n, int m, int o) {
return mult2(mult2(n,m),o);

}

139



Chapter 7: Arrays



WHAT IS AN ARRAY

¢ An array is an ordered list of values

141

0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9

79   87   94   82   67   98   87   81   74   91

An array of size N is indexed from zero to N-1

scores

The entire array

has a single name
Each value has a numeric index

This array holds 10 values that are indexed from 0 to 9



ARRAYS

¢ A particular value in an array is referenced using 
the array name followed by the index in brackets

¢ For example, the expression

scores[2]

refers to the value 94 (the 3rd value in the array)

¢ That expression represents a place to store a 
single integer and can be used wherever an 
integer variable can be used

142



ARRAYS

¢ For example, an array element can be assigned a value, 
printed, or used in a calculation:

scores[2] = 89;

scores[first] = scores[first] + 2;

mean = (scores[0] + scores[1])/2;

System.out.println ("Top = " + scores[5]);

143



ARRAYS

¢ The values held in an array are called array 
elements

¢ An array stores multiple values of the same type 
– the element type

¢ The element type can be a primitive type or an 
object reference

¢ Therefore, we can create an array of integers, an 
array of characters, an array of String objects, 
an array of Coin objects, etc.

¢ In Java, the array itself is an object that must be 
instantiated 144



WHY WE NEED ARRAYS

¢ The power of arrays comes from the fact that the 
value of a subscript can be computed and 
updated at run time.

¢ Arrays give direct access to any element — no 
need to scan them one by one.

145

if (k == 0)

display (score0);

else if (k == 1)

display (score1);

else 

…  // etc.

without arrays:

display (scores[k]);

with arrays:



ARRAYS

¢ Another way to depict the scores array:

146

scores 79
87
94
82
67
98
87
81
74
91

What is the value     
of scores[2]? Ans: 94

What is the value   
of scores[2*4]?

Ans: 74

What is the value   
of scores[10]?

Ans: 
ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException



DECLARATION AND INITIALIZATION

¢ When an array is created, space is allocated to 
hold its elements.  If a list of values is not given, 
the elements get the default values.

// length 10, all values set to 0
int scores [ ]  = new int [10] ;

// length 10000, all set to null
String words [ ] = new String [10000];

// length 5, all set to false
boolean yesno [ ] = new boolean [5];
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DECLARATION AND INITIALIZATION

¢ If its elements are objects, the array holds 
references to objects, which are initially 
set to null.
� Each object-type element must be initialized 

before it is used.

148



INITIALIZER LISTS

¢ An initializer list can be used to instantiate and 
fill an array in one step

¢ The values are delimited by braces and separated 
by commas

¢ Examples:

149

int[] units = {147, 323, 89, 933, 540, 

269, 97, 114, 298, 476};

char[] letterGrades = {'A', 'B', 'C', 'D', �F'};



DECLARATION AND INITIALIZATION

An array can be declared and initialized in 
one statement :

int scores[ ] = {21, 16, 47, 32};

Or initialized later 
int scores [ ] = new int [4]; 

scores[0] = 21;
scores[1] = 16;
scores[2] = 47;
scores[3] = 32; 150



USING ARRAYS

¢ Loop through elements using a normal for loop

for (int i=0; i<scores.length; i++)
System.out.println scores[i];

¢ Use the enhanced (“for each”) version of the for loop 
can be used when processing array elements

for (int score : scores)
System.out.println (score);

¢ This is only appropriate when processing all array 
elements from top (lowest index) to bottom (highest 
index)

¢ Cannot modify the actual contents of the array! 151



BOUNDS CHECKING

¢ Once an array is created, it has a fixed size

¢ An index used in an array reference must specify a 
valid element

¢ That is, the index value must be from 0 to N-1

¢ The Java interpreter throws an 
ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException if an array 
index is out of bounds 

¢ This is called automatic bounds checking

152



BOUNDS CHECKING

¢ For example, if the array codes can hold 100 values, 
it can be indexed using only the numbers 0 to 99

¢ If the value of count is 100, then the following 
reference will cause an exception to be thrown:

System.out.println (codes[count]);

¢ It�s common to introduce off-by-one errors when 
using arrays

153

for (int index=0; index <= 100; index++)

codes[index] = index*50 + epsilon;

problem



BOUNDS CHECKING

¢ Each array object has a public constant called 
length that stores the size of the array

¢ It is referenced using the array name:

scores.length

¢ Note that length holds the number of elements, 
not the largest index

¢ length appears like a public field (not a method) 
in an array object.

¢ not referred to as scores.length()

154



TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

¢ A one-dimensional array stores a list of elements

¢ A two-dimensional array can be thought of as a 
table of elements, with rows and columns

155

One dimension Two dimensions



TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

¢ To be precise, in Java a two-dimensional array is 
an array of arrays

¢ A two-dimensional array is declared by specifying 
the size of each dimension separately:

int[][] scores = new int[12][50];

¢ A array element is referenced using two index 
values:

value = scores[3][6]

¢ The array stored in one row can be specified 
using one index 156 156



TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

¢ 2-D arrays are used to represent tables, matrices, 
game boards, images, etc.

¢ An element of a 2-D array is addressed using a 
pair of indices, 
� Representing �row� and �column.�
� For example:

� Put  �x� in array board at row r and column c

157

board [ r ] [ c ] = 'x';



TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

158

// 2-D array of char with 5 rows, 7 cols:

char letterGrid [ ] [ ] = new char [5][7];

// 2-D Array of int with 4 rows, 3 cols:

int nums [] [] = new int [4][3]  

nums[2][1] = 7; // put value 7 in row 2 column 1 

// 2-D array of double with 2 rows and 3 cols:

double sample [ ] [ ] = { { 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 },

{ 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 } };



TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

159// create 64 integers 
int board[][] = new int[8][8];



TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

¢ In Java, a 2D array is basically a 1D array of 
1D arrays, its rows.  
� Each row is stored in a separate block of 

consecutive memory locations.

¢ If m is a 2D array, then m[k] is a 1D array
� the k-th row.

¢m.length is the number of rows.

¢m[k].length is the length of the k-th row.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

161



TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS

162
A 2D array of objects is an array of an array of references to 
objects



EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Consider an array that contains ratings of films 
by various reviewers.

¢ Given int[][] rating = new int[3][4];

¢ What is the value of rating.length?

Answer: 3, the number of rows (first dimension)

¢ What is the value of rating[0].length?
Answer: 4, the number of columns (second 
dimension)
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EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Consider an array that contains ratings of films
� Each column of the array has the ratings for each film

¢ Print the average rating for the film in column 3. 
164

films

re
vi

ew
er

s



EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Print the average rating for the film in column 3. 

int sum = 0;
for (int row = 0; row < rating.length; row++) {

sum == sum + rating[row][3];
}

System.out.println((double) sum / rating.length );

165



EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Print the average rating for the film in column 3. 

int sum = 0;
for (int row = 0; row < rating.length; row++) {

sum == sum + rating[row][3];
}

System.out.println((double) sum / rating.length );
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EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Print the average rating for the film in column 3. 

int sum = 0;
for (int row = 0; row < rating.length; row++) {

sum == sum + rating[row][3];
}

System.out.println((double) sum / rating.length );
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EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Print the average rating for the film in column 3. 

int sum = 0;
for (int row = 0; row < rating.length; row++) {

sum == sum + rating[row][3];
}

System.out.println((double) sum / rating.length );
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EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Print the average rating by each reviewer. 

for( int row = 0; row < rating.length; row++){
int sum = 0;
for( int col = 0; col < rating[row].length; col++)

sum = sum + rating[row][col];

System.out.println(”Reviewer "+ row + ”average : “ +  
sum/rating[row].length);

}
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EXAMPLE: FILM RATINGS

¢ Print the average rating for each film. 

for( int col = 0; col < rating[0].length; col++){
int sum = 0;
for( int row = 0; row < rating.length; row++)

sum = sum + rating[row][col];

System.out.println(”film "+ col + " average: “
sum/rating.length);

}
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EXERCISE 7.1

Write code that finds the minimum and the 
maximum value of an array of ints. 

As an example, consider the following array:
int[] numbers = { -1, 4, 7, 4, 12, -9, 5};

171



EXERCISE 7.1

public static void main(String[] args) {
int[] numbers = { -1, 4, 7, 4, 12, -9, 5};
int min = numbers[0]; 
int max = numbers[0];

for( int i = 0; i < numbers.length; i++){
if( numbers[i] > max ) 

max = numbers[i];
if( numbers[i] < min ) 

min = numbers[i];
}
System.out.println("Min number: " + min);
System.out.println("Max number: " + max);

}
172



EXERCISE 7.2

Describe the functionality of the following method:
public static int[] myArrayMethod( int[] list ) {

int count = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++) {

if ( list[i] != 0 )
count++;

}
int[] newList;
newList = new int[count];
int j = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++) {

if ( list[i] != 0 ) {
newList[j] = list[i];
j++;

}
}
return newList;

}
173

Ans: strips zero-value elements from the array



EXERCISE 7.3

Consider an array of Integer objects, declared as:
Integer[] array = new Integer[num];
where num is an int variable declared and 
initialized elsewhere. Assume also that array[] 
contains Integer objects, declared elsewhere in our 
program.
Write a loop that prints the integer value of each 
element, using:
¢a while loop 
¢a for loop with a counter int i
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EXERCISE 7.3

int k = 0;
while( k < array.length){

System.out.println(array[k].intValue());
k++;

}

for( int i = 0; i < array.length; i++){
System.out.println(array[i].intValue());

}

175



EXERCISE 7.4

What will happen if the following program is run?

public class Q2a {
public static void main(String[] args){

double[] d = new double[80];
d[80] = 5.0;

}
}

180

Ans:
Runtime error: ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException



EXERCISE 7.5

Can you identify three problems with the following code?
public class Q2b {

public static void main (String[] args){
char[] letters = {'a','b','c'};
if( letters.length() == 3) {

System.out.println( letters[3]);
} 
else {

System.out.println( letters.charAt(2));
}

}
}

181

Ans:
1. length is not a method, but a field of Array objects

2. letters[3] will be out of bounds

3. letters is an array of chars, not a String. So charAt() method does not exist



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 2B

The following code snippet is intended to examine an array of doubles 
and print out the minimum value in the array and its location. You 
may assume arr[] is an array of double values that has been properly 
declared and initialized before. 
Identify THREE bugs in the code that will result in either an 
incorrect answer being printed or a run-time error. 

int N = arr.length;
double min = 0;
int minLocation=0;
for(int i=1;i<=N; i++){

if( arr[i] < min)
min = arr[i]; 
minLocation = i;

System.out.print("The minimal value is arr[");
System.out.println(minLocation + "] = " + min);

} 182



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 5A

For each of the following array declarations, say whether they 
are valid or not. 

A. int[] a = int[10];
B. int c = {1, 2, 3};
C. float[] d, e =  new float[3];
D. double[] b = new float[5];

Answer: F-F-T-F
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Chapter 8: Methods



METHODS

� A method is a group of program statements that 
performs a specific function. 

� Parameter 
¢ a variable passed into a method when it is invoked. 

� Parameter list 
¢ specifies the types and names of parameters that the 

method accepts. 
� In an invocation the values passed into a method are 

called arguments.
methodName (argument1, ..., argumentN);
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public [or private]  returnType

methodName (type1 name1, ..., typeN nameN)

{

statements…

}



METHODS

¢To define a method:
� Decide among public, private and protected

� Defines who can access it

� give it a name
� specify the types and names of parameters
� specify the method return type or use void
� write the method code 186

public [or private or protected]  returnType

methodName (type1 name1, ..., typeN nameN)

{

...

}



METHODS

¢ A method is always defined inside a class.
¢ A method returns a value of the specified 

type unless the latter is declared as void; 

¢ the return type can be any primitive or 
reference (class) type.
� Same for its parameters.

187

public [or private or protected] returnType methodName ( )

{    ...   }

Empty parentheses indicate that 
a method takes no parameters.



CONVENTIONS FOR JAVA METHODS

¢ Method names start with lowercase letters.
¢ Method names usually sound like verbs.

¢ The name of a method that returns the value 
of a field starts with get:
¢ Such method are called “getters”
getWidth, getX

¢ The name of a method that sets the value of a 
field starts with set:
¢ Such methods are called “setters”
setLocation, setText 188



OVERLOADED METHODS

¢Methods of the same class that have the 
same name but different number or types 
of parameters are called overloaded 
methods.

¢Use overloaded methods when they 
perform similar tasks:
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public void move (int x, int y)   { ... }

public void move (double x, double y)   { ... }

public void move (Point p)   { ... }

public Fraction add (int n)   { ... }

public Fraction add (Fraction other)   { ... }



OVERLOADED METHODS
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Circle circle =  new 
Circle(5);

circle.move (50, 100);

...

Point center = new

Point(50, 100);

circle.move (center);

...

public class Circle

{

...

public void move (int x, int y)

{ ... }

public void move (Point p)

{ ... }

...

}

¢ The compiler treats overloaded methods as if 
they were completely different.

¢ The compiler knows which one to call based on 
the number and the types of the parameters:



PARAMETER PASSING IN JAVA

¢ In Java all parameters of primitive types are 
passed by value. 
� The current value of the argument (in the 

invocation) is copied into the formal  parameter in 
the method header.

¢Objects (reference types) are passed by reference
� We pass ‘references’ to objects and the address of 

the object gets copied to the method.  
¢Not the object itself!
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PARAMETER PASSING IN JAVA

void makeNine (int y)

{ 

y = 9; 

}
[...] 

{// in main method

int x = 2; 

makeNine (x);

System.out.println(x);

}
192

The program prints out “2”. 
(not “9”!). 

That’s because the value “2" of the 
variable x was passed into the 
method makeNine (not the variable 
itself.)

The method makeNine does not 
change the value of the variable x. 

x=2 x=2

y=9

x=2

y=2

x=2



PARAMETER PASSING IN JAVA

¢ When we pass an object to a method we are actually 
passing a reference to that object. 
¢ The value that gets copied is the address of the object in 

the memory.

¢ Any change inside a method will change the original 
object

¢ On the other hand if we change the formal parameter 
reference itself  (e.g. To make it point to a new object), 
we have not changed the fact that the actual 
parameter still refers to the original object.  
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PARAMETER PASSING: ARRAY EXAMPLE

void changeArray (int [] y)

{ 

y [0] = 99;  

}

[...] 

{// in main method

int x [] = {6,3};

changeArray(x);

System.out.println (x[0]);

}
194

•The program prints out “99”

•Arrays are references. When we pass 
an array as a parameter, we are 
passing its handle or reference.

•Start of method: x[0] and y[0] refer to 
the same memory location. 

•In method: state of y[0] is changed. 

x[0] 6

y[0]

99



PARAMETER PASSING: STRING EXAMPLE

void makeString (Object y)

{ 

y = “This is a string”;  

}

[...] 

{// in main method

Object x = “My string”; 

makeString (x);

System.out.println (x);

}
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The program prints out:
“My string”

A new String object is created and 
assigned to y.

The value of variable x is not 
changed.

x My string

y This is a string



NON-VOID METHODS

¢A method, unless void, returns a value of 
the specified type to the calling method.

¢The return statement is used to 
immediately quit the method and return a 
value:
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return expression;

The type of the return 
value or expression 
must match the 
method�s declared 
return type.



VOID AND NON-VOID METHODS

¢ Non-void methods can be used in the place of 
expressions  
� e.g. int n = square(3);  

instead of n=3*3;
¢ void methods can’t be used in this way.
¢ Both can be used as statements

� i.e. ignoring the value returned in non-void 
methods
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SYSTEM.IN AND SYSTEM.OUT

¢ Do not confuse method parameters with input from 
the keyboard!
� When asked to write a method ”which accepts an int”, 

don’t ask the user for it
� Use the variable passed to the method
� à No Scanner involved!! 

¢ Do not confuse what a method returns with output 
to the screen!
� When asked to write a method ”which returns an int”, 

do not print it on the screen
� Use the return keyword
� No system.out.println() involved!
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EXERCISE 8.1

Write a method named minOf2 that takes two int
parameters and returns the smallest  of the two. 

public static int minOf2 (int i, int j){
if (i<j)

return i;
else

return j;
}

200



EXERCISE 8.1

Write a method minOf3 which takes three int
parameters and returns the smallest of the three, 
by calling minOf2.

public static int minOf3(int i, int j, int k){
return minOf2(minOf2(i,j),k);

}

201



MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 4C

Consider the following bodies of method. What is the return 
type in each case?

(i) 
{

System.out.println("123");
} 

(ii)
{

int j = 0;
if(j>5)

return "123";
else

return "22";
} 202

Ans:
(i) Void

(ii) String



Chapter 9: Characters and Strings



CHARACTERS

¢ The char is a primitive type that can be used for 
a single character value
� char ch = 'a';
� char[] firstFiveLetters =

{ 'a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e' };

¢ Objects of type Character are immutable (cannot 
be modified after created) 

¢ Character class offers some useful methods
� Let�s take a look at some of those next

204



USEFUL CHARACTER METHODS

¢ static boolean Character.isLetter(char ch) 
¢ static boolean Character.isDigit(char ch)

� Determine whether the specified char value is a letter or a digit, 
respectively

¢ static boolean Character.isWhiteSpace(char ch)
� Determines whether the specified char value is white space 

according to the Java platform

¢ static boolean Character.isUpperCase(char ch)
¢ static boolean Character.isLowerCase(char ch)

� Determine whether the specified char value is upper- or 
lowercase, respectively

¢ static char Character.toUpperCase(char ch)
¢ static char Character.toLowerCase(char ch)

� Return the upper- or lowercase form of the specified char value

¢ toString(char ch)
� Returns a String object representing the specified character value 205



STRING MANIPULATION

¢ String
� Immutable
� Good when text is constant

¢ String creation
� Like other objects, with new
� Set them to a literal
� Can be created from a byte[] or char[]

¢ StringBuffer and StringBuilder
� Good when text is expected to change
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USEFUL STRING METHODS

¢ char charAt(int index)
¢ int length() 
¢ String substring(int beginIndex, int endIndex) 

¢ String concat(String str) 
¢ boolean contains(CharSequence s) 
¢ int indexOf(String str) 
¢ char[] toCharArray()
¢ String toUpperCase() 
¢ String toLowerCase()
¢ String reverse()
¢ String[] split()
¢ String trim()
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STRINGBUFFER AND STRINGBUILDER

¢ char charAt(int index)
¢ int length() 
¢ String substring(int beginIndex, int endIndex) 

¢ String append(String str) 
¢ StringBuilder delete (int start, int end)
¢ StringBuilder replace(int start, int end, String s)
¢ StringBuilder reverse
¢ StringBuilder setCharAt(int index, char c)

208



CONVERT STRING TO AN INT

¢ Integer.parseInt(�25�)

� Integer – built in class 
� parseInt() method that takes a string.

¢ Can work for any other primitive type, by using 
the corresponding class

209



COMPARING STRINGS

¢ Careful when comparing Strings!!!
¢ Common mistake: compare using “==”

String name = in.readLine();
if ( name == �Angela" ) …

¢ Even though two strings s1 and s2 may have the same value 
� i.e same “text”

¢ … their references can be different. 
¢ It’s always better to use the equals methods:  s1.equals(s2)      
if(name.equals(�Angela")) or  if(�Angela".equals (name)) 
¢ Only use the == or != operator to find out if the variables refer to the 

exact same object.
� Same for every object!!! 
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EXAMPLE: STRING COMPARISON

What is the output of the following code? 
public class A {
public static void main(String[] args) {
String s1 = "123";
String s2 = s1;
String s3 = new String("123");
String s4 = new String("123");
String s5 = "123";

System.out.println("s1 == s2? " + (s1 == s2));
System.out.println("s1.equals(s2)? " + s1.equals(s2));
System.out.println("s3 == s4? " + (s3 == s4));
System.out.println("s3.equals(s4)? " + s3.equals(s4));
System.out.println("s1 == s5? " + (s1 == s5));

}
}

Ans:
true
true
False
true
true
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EXERCISE 9.1

¢ A palindrome is a word or phrase that reads the 
same when read backwards. Write a method 
called isPalindrome(String s) that checks if the 
string given as the parameter is a palindrome or 
not and return true or false correspondingly. 
Your method must ignore white spaces and 
punctuation marks. For example when the string 
s is “rise to vote, sir!”, the method must print 
risetovotesir and return true.
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EXERCISE 9.1

public static boolean pal(String s){
String cleanString = "";
String reverse = "";
for ( int i = 0; i < s.length(); i++ ){

if( Character.isLetter(s.charAt(i))){
cleanString = cleanString + s.charAt(i);

}
}
for ( int i = cleanString.length() - 1 ; i >= 0 ; i-- )

reverse = reverse + cleanString.charAt(i);
return (cleanString.equals(reverse));

} // end boolean pal(String s)
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EXERCISE 9.5

Write a method with heading int maxLength
(String[] s) which returns the length of the longest 
String in a non-empty array of Strings. 

static int maxLength(String[] s){
int max = s[0].length() ;
for (int i=1; i<s.length; i++){

if(s[i].length()>max)
max = s[i].length();

}
return max;
}
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EXERCISE 9.6

Consider the following method, which is designed to 
return the number of times the parameter String word 
occurs in the parameter array wordArray
public class CountOccurencies {
public static int countOccurrences(String[] 
wordArray, 

String word){
int result;
result = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < wordArray.length; i++) {

if (wordArray[i] == word) { 
result = result + 1;

} 
}
return result;

} 220



EXERCISE 9.6

What will be printed when the method is called in the following code 
fragment? Justify your answer in two or three sentences.

public static void main(String[] args) {
String[] animalism = { new String("four"), 

new String("legs"), new String("good"), 
new String("two"), new String("legs"),
new String("bad”)};

int count = countOccurrences(animalism, "legs");
System.out.println("Number of occurrences: " + count);
}

}
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Answer: Number of occurrences: 0



What will be displayed  on the screen after each of the 
following code fragments is executed?

String pig = "catch-22";
String dog = "catch-" + 22;
System.out.println("Animals are equal: " + pig == dog);
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Ans:
false

EXERCISE 9.7



EXERCISE 9.8

Write a method with signature
void printChars(int start, int end, String s) 
The method should print out a range of characters (from start to end) of text 
from a given string (s).  Make sure you check the size of s so that the program 
runs without throwing exceptions. 
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Ans:
public void printChars(int start, int end, String s) {

if (s.length()>end && s.length()>start){
for (int i = start; i <= end; i++) {

System.out.print(s.charAt(i));
}

}
}



EXERCISE 9.9
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Write a method with signature  
public static String reverseString(String original)
that returns a String that is the reverse  of original. 
Ans:

public static String reverseString(String original) {
String reverse = ""; 
for(int i=original.length()-1; i>=0; i--) {

reverse = reverse + original.charAt(i);
}
return reverse;

}



EXERCISE 9.9
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//Alternatively using a StringBuffer
public static String reverseString2(String original) {

StringBuffer reverse = new StringBuffer(""); 
for(int i=original.length()-1; i>=0; i--) {

reverse.append(original.charAt(i));
}
return reverse.toString();

}

// or even
public static String reverseString3(String original) {

StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(original); 
return sb.reverse().toString();

}



EXERCISE 9.9
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// OR recursively!

public static String r(String s) {
if (s.length() < 2) {

return s;
}
return r(s.substring(1)) + s.charAt(0);

}



EXERCISE 9.10

Write a method with heading:
int countA(String s)
that accepts a String s and returns the number of occurrences 
of the character ‘a’ in s. Make sure it counts both lower and 
upper-case characters.

static int countA(String s){
int count = 0;
for (int i=0; i<s.length();i++){

if ((s.charAt(i)=='a')||s.charAt(i)=='A') 
count++;

}
return count;

}
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EXERCISE 9.10

Write a method with heading:
String mostA(String[] arr)
that returns the String that contains the most occurrences of ‘a’ 
within arr. If arr is empty it should return “empty”. 

static String mostA(String[] arr){
if(arr.length==0)

return "empty";
int idx = 0;
for (int i=1; i<arr.length;i++){

if(countA(arr[i])>countA(arr[idx])){
idx=i;

}
}
return arr[idx];

} 230



EXERCISE 9.11

What is the value of the expression “message”.charAt(5)?
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Ans: ‘g’



EXERCISE 9.12

Write a method with signature 

Public String everyOther(String input)

that returns a String that contains every other character of an 
input String, that is the first, third, fifth etc.

public String everyOther(String s){
String output="";
for(int i=0; i<s.length(); i=i+2){

output+=s.charAt(i);
}
return output;

}
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MOCK EXAM 2019: QUESTION 1B

For each of the following expressions say 
whether they type check correctly or not, by 
writing in your answer book “yes” or “no”, 
respectively. 
A. Math.abs("hello".size());
B. Math.abs("hello".length);
C. Math.abs("hello".length());
D. "two".compareTo(3);

E. int a = "one".compareTo("two")+11;
F. Float.parseFloat("12");
G. Float.parseFloat("12.0");
H. Math.abs(Float.parseFloat("11.1")+

"two".compareTo("1"));
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A. No
B. No
C. Yes
D. No

E. Yes
F. Yes
G. Yes
H. Yes



Chapter 10: Extras



EXERCISE E.1

Which ones of the following methods do not
constitute a valid case for overloading?

1.public void print() { }
public void print(String msg) {}      

2.public void print(String m, int c) {}
public void print(int c, String m) {}  

3.public int print() { }
public void print(String msg) {}   

4.public int print() {}
public void print() {}   
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Answer: Case 4 (overloaded methods must have 
different arguments)



EXERCISE E.2

¢ Write a Java program that prints the numbers 
from 1 to 1000. For multiples of three, instead of 
the number, the program should print "Fizz" and 
for the multiples of five print "Buzz". For numbers 
that are multiples of both three and five, the 
program should print �FizzBuzz�
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EXERCISE E.2

public class FizzBuzzTest{

public static void main(String args[]){

for(int i = 1; i <= 1000; i++) {
if(i % (3*5) == 0) 

System.out.println("FizzBuzz");
else if(i % 5 == 0)   

System.out.println("Buzz");
else if(i % 3 == 0) 

System.out.println("Fizz");
else 

System.out.println(i);
} 

} 
}
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